Top Stories of Enterprise America
Dance Contest
Today’s Weather
Mayor’s Announcements
And Much More!

Are you a news enthusiast?
Subscribe today to the most read on-line news in the city.

Web News
304 Greenway Ave.
Enterprise America, NY 13220
Wellness Center
Come by the wellness center and grab stress balls, worry beads, awareness pin or even try out the massage chair. We take care of the health insurance so if you break a bone you don’t pay as much. Limited in stress balls so get it while you can. Come in hurty and go out purty.

Nature Shop
Welcome to the nature Shop where the pet rocks live and you can come down and make your own custom Sand Art Bottles, you can find Shell Friends to go with your new pet rock! We have everything from Custom Sand Art, to you Hair Clips, to Pet Rocks, to Bracelets, to Shell Friends. Our crafts here are truly art!

Web News
Come on over to Tea Time for some piping hot drama! Along with the interesting stories, we write about the latest drama. We also provide personal pictures to go on our website. If you want to make a shoutout to your friend or teacher, we can put it on our Website too! Our funny Cartoons are also a reason to come back to Tea Time. Now for a limited time we are offering Polaroid Pictures of you and your friends! Come quickly before they run out! Remember we spill the Tea!

National Grid Utility Company
Light em’ up!!! This is the utility company we provide electricity and heating. The utility company collects and reports the daily weather for all enterprise America to see. We will collect your rent and make sure the lights and heating is up to date. Thank you for listening have a great day.

Sign Shop
Hey this is the Sign Shop with the best prices around. We sell quality made Fortnite door hangers at $5.75. The Sign Shop is a fast paced business which means your items are always made fast and ready to use. We also sell creative bookmarks for a good price of $3.25. We bring your ideas to life! Thank you Enterprise America!
Jacob gets fined for walking on grass

Jacob fell in the grass for a fine for a $7 fine from city hall. He got the max fine the city hall can give. Got community service and was a person who tells police who did wrong and has to tell me what to write this story.

The cop Brody found him fell over in the grass and was fined for breaking the Enterprise America city laws.

Jacob disobeyed the rules and had to pay the price. He was fined $7

Ad by Jacob Blachford”
Are Cats Better than Dogs?

I went online and searched, “do people like cats better than dogs?” the review showed that cats and dogs are about equally liked. Cats are more popular in homes because they are small and easy to take care of. Dogs are good house hold animals, because they like to be around people. Although dogs are friendly they do require more attention. Cats are good house hold pets because they sleep almost all day and don’t require much attention. Most dog people believe dogs are friendly and playful. Dogs enjoy being around people, and are very active. Cats on the other hand enjoy being alone and sleep most of their days. They are playful sometimes though.

A worker from the Sign Shop said that cats are nice and very loving animals. They also said that cats are very cute.

A Police Officer said that cats are better because they are very laid back.

Another worker said they prefer dogs more because they come in all shapes and sizes

Shout out to Sophia

Based on a survey we conducted we have come to conclusion that shows one in every three people like cats.

From the survey we can say dogs are better than cats.

A worker from the Tech shop said “Dogs are 4,000 times better than cats”.

A Police Officer said that cats are better because they are very laid back.
Today on January 16th 2019 at 9:10 Mayor Sophia was introduced into the office in front of city hall. Sophia had to swear and agree that she would do the right thing and be a great mayor. She agreed to listen to the citizens and be fair to everyone.

Alongside of Sophia was the Judge Sean. He had to agree to be fair and be equal to the people and the citizens as well.

The Ceremony went great the day of January 16th. We have a new mayor and judge. The mayor and Judge have been working combatable together as they should.
In the next addition of Tea Time get ready for an inside scoop on what High School will be like, and the truth about school lunches. We will also be discussing opinions on Cats and Dogs. Stay tuned for hot new drama, remember “We Spill the Tea!”

We Also Provide Polaroid Pictures With you and your friends! Only $3 per picture

Staff

Enter staff member’s names and job positions.

Elsa Propper Is the Managing Editor

Tyler D’Alessandro is the Reporter

Nani Ross is the Photo Journalist

Jaden Mattimore is the Accountant

Bella Felicia is the Co-Editor

Emilie Shoults is the Sales Executive

Maria Toumbacaris is the Senior Reporter
Advertisements

Broadcast Center
At the public broadcasting center, we have special $1 shoutouts, song requests and more! Stop down to be part of our dance contest and first place gets a Supreme sticker and Pop tarts. The PBC is here to bring you news and entertainment. PBC, broadcast yourself.

City Hall
If you like to walk on the grass, buy a grass pass. You can buy a grass pass for only six dollars at the City Hall! This is much better than the seven dollar fine that you have to pay walking on the grass without a pass. Don’t walk on the grass unless you got a pass.

Pathfinder Bank
Smart people choose Bank. Are you looking for loans for your businesses, do you want help with your financial needs, checking and accounting services, business payroll. These are what we can help you with. We have friendly staff who would gladly help you. We are also highly motivated to serve our community.

Delivery Center
Have you ever been worried that your package won’t make it? Or have you ever been waiting for a package days on end? Well if you have you should use the Enterprise America Delivery Center. We can offer all types of services and not just shipping. We can help you keep your shelves stocked with a wide variety of materials to keep your business on the go. Our business can keep your mail on the go with postage for all types of letters and packages. So the next time you need shipping and many other services make sure to choose the Delivery Center for all your shipping needs.

Café
Come to Munchies Café. We sell a variety of food and drinks from popcorn, granola bars, goldfish, and more. We have some of the freshest Kool-Aid you will ever taste. We have extremely friendly staff. The American way is the Munchies Café.